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REVIEW OF MERSEYSIDE
THE METROPOLITAN BOROUGH OF KNOWSLEY AND ITS BOUNDARIES WITH WEST
LANCASHIRE, ST HELENS, HALTON (CHESHIRE), LIVERPOOL AND SEFTON
COMMISSION'S FINAL REPORT
INTRODUCTION
1 . This report contains our final proposals for the Metropolitan
Borough of Knowsley's boundaries with the City of Liverpool, the
Metropolitan Borough of St Helens, the District of West
Lancashire in Lancashire, the Borough of Halton in Cheshire and
part of its boundary with the Metropolitan Borough of Sefton.
Our recommendations in respect of the review of the Borough of
Sefton are contained in Report No. 664. We shall be reporting
on the City of Liverpool's
separately.

boundary with Sefton and Wirral

2. Although during the course of the review we considered the
possibility of radical changes to Knowsley, including its
abolition, our final proposals involve major change only in
relation to the Parish of Simonswood which we are proposing
should be transferred to Lancashire. The remainder of our final
proposals involve minor changes to Knowsley's boundaries to
remove anomalies and defacements.
3. As required by Section 60(2) of the Local Government Act 1972,
we have carefully considered all the representations made to us
at each stage of the review. Our report explains how we arrived
at our final proposals.

ANNOUNCEMENT OF THE START OF THE REVIEW
4. On 1 September 1987, we wrote to Knowsley Metropolitan Borough
Council announcing the start of a review of the Metropolitan
Borough of Merseyside and the districts within it under Section
48(1) of the Local Government Act 1972.
5. Copies of our letter were sent to the adjoining Metropolitan
District Councils; to the county and district councils bordering
the metropolitan area;
to parish councils in the adjoining
districts; to the local authority associations; to Members of
Parliament with constituency interests; to the headquarters of
the main political parties; to the local press, television and
radio stations; and to a number of other interested persons and
organisations.
6. The Metropolitan District Councils were requested, in cooperation with other local authorities, to insert a notice for
two successive weeks in local newspapers to give wide publicity
to the start of the review in the areas concerned.
7. A period of seven months from the date of our letter was
allowed for all local authorities, including those in the
surrounding counties, and any person or body interested in the
review, to send us their detailed views on whether changes to
Knowsley*s boundaries were desirable;
and if so, what those
changes should be and how they would best serve the interests of
effective and convenient local government, the criterion laid
down in the Act.
SUGGESTIONS FOR RADICAL CHANGE
Our initial consideration
8. In response to our letter of 1 September 1987, we received
submissions relating to the boundaries covered by this report
from Cheshire County Council, Liverpool City Council, the

Metropolitan Boroughs of Knowsley and St Helens, Halton Borough
Council and West Lancashire District Council. We also received
representations from the Parishes of Cronton, Eccleston and
S imonswood, the Town Counc i1s of Halewood and Whi s ton, and
numerous letters and some petitions from the public.
9. Knowsley proposed a number of small-scale changes to various
sections of its boundaries which were defaced.
It also
recommended the transfer of part of Eccleston Park Estate from
St Helens to Prescot Parish in Knowsley. Other residents from
several areas in Knowsley suggested more radical changes that
included the transfer of the Parish of Simonswood from Knowsley
to West Lancashire, the Parishes of Prescot and Whiston from
Knowsley to St Helens, and the Parish of Cronton from Knowsley
to Halton in Cheshire.
10. We noted that the Borough was one of the smallest
metropolitan authorities; that geographically it is dispersed and
fragmented and that a number of representations suggested
dissatisfaction on the part of a number of residents in the
Borough, some of whom sought substantial change. We also noted
that the boundary with Liverpool was unsatisfactory for most of
its length.
Provisional conclusions
11 . After considering all the representations and submissions we
received, we wrote to the Merseyside authorities on 12 January
1990, stating that we had given initial consideration to our
review of Merseyside and the districts within it, and that we had
reached provisional conclusions on the future of Merseyside as
a whole. Our main provisional conclusions referred to the future
of Southport in Sefton and the boundaries of the Borough of
Knowsley. In response to representations about the future of
Southport, Birkdale and Ainsdale, we inclined to the view that

this area should be transferred out of Sefton and we were minded
to propose the transfer of these areas to Lancashire, to become
a new district within that County.
12. In the light of our consideration of the boundaries of
Knowsley we expressed the view that we felt minded to propose the
transfer of significant areas in Knowsley to neighbouring
authorities. That would have left Knowsley too small to be a
viable metropolitan authority and we therefore suggested the
possibility that it be abolished.
13. Normally at that stage, we would have issued draft proposals
in detailed form. However, in the case of Merseyside, we decided
to set out our thinking less formally in order to stimulate local
debate, thereby enabling a further exchange of views to take
place and to provide a basis for seeking the further information
we would need before reaching firm conclusions and issuing formal
draft proposals.
14. We explained that we were minded to propose the transfer of
the Parish of Simonswood to West Lancashire;
the Parish of
Prescot to St Helens;
the Parish of Cronton to Halton in
Cheshire; and the unparished area of Huyton and the Parish of
Halewood to Liverpool. Our letter said that/ in that event, we
would propose the merger of the remaining areas of Knowsley with
adjacent authorities.
15. As well as writing to the local authorities concerned, we
arranged for a press release giving wide publicity to our
provisional conclusions. Comments were invited by 28 February
1990 but we indicated that it was not necessary for those who
submitted representations following the announcement of the start
of the review to write again unless they so wished because their
views were held on record and would be taken into account when
the Commission came to consider its draft proposals.

Response to our letter of 12 January 1990
16, We received responses from the principal local authorities,
and well over 80,000 letters from Knowsley residents and other
individuals and organisations, the vast majority of whom
supported Knowsley's continuation as a metropolitan district.
Many of the representations were in the form of stereotyped
letters and pro forma slips from the "Save Knowsley Campaign".
Knowsley

1

objected to our proposals

for the abolition of the

borough on the grounds that there was no evidence that it had
failed to provide effective and convenient local government. It
also made a number of new proposals to expand the size of the
Borough through the transfer to Knowsley of Eccleston Park and
Rainhill from St Helens, parts of Speke/Hunts Cross, Belle
Vale/Netherley, Croxteth, Dovecot/Cantril Farm and Fazakerley
from Liverpool and Waddicar (in the Parish of Melling) from
Sefton.

i
. 17. Liverpool opposed any changes to its boundaries but supported
1
the continued existence of Knowsley. The vast majority of
Knowsley residents who responded, in particular those living in
the unparished areas of Kirkby and Huyton, said that they did not
favour the abolition of Knowsley which they saw as a satisfactory
authority. Some residents also commented that they did not wish
to transfer to Liverpool.
St Helens, whilst welcoming the
opportunity

to comment, said that it would not do so before

knowing the Commission's proposals for St Helens and that it
would object to proposals running counter to DOE Circular 20/86
(which contains guidance on reviews of London and the
Metropolitan Areas and which counselled against the abolition or
creation of a principal authority except in exceptional
circumstances).

OUR CONCLUSIONS ON RADICAL CHANGE
18. After considering all the representations made to us, we
concluded that the overwhelming public response demonstrated that
the wishes of the people were in favour of retaining Knowsley as
a metropolitan district.

We were persuaded by the information

provided by Knowsley, and other bodies, that Knowsley's continued
existence was conducive to the effective operation of local
government and associated services. Accordingly, in a further
letter of 15 May 1990 to Knowsley we indicated that we now
considered that Cronton, Kirkby, Huyton-cum-Roby, Halewood,
Prescot, Tarbock, Whiston and the Parish of Knowsley were
integral parts of the Borough and should remain within it,
subject only to more detailed consideration of the Borough
boundary. However, because of its close links with Bickerstaffe,
we felt there was still a case for the transfer of Simonswood to
West Lancashire.

We invited comments within four weeks of the

issue of the letter,
Response to our letter of 15 May 1990
19. In response to our letter, we received representations from
Knowsley Metropolitan Borough Council, Liverpool City Council,
Sefton Metropolitan Borough Council, Hal ton Borough Council, West
Lancashire District Council, and Lancashire and Cheshire County
Councils. We also received representations from Mr George Howarth
MP, Aintree and Melling Parish Councils in Sefton, Bickerstaffe
Parish Council in West Lancashire, Hale Parish Council in Halton,
the Merseyside Association of Local Councils, and a number of
other organisations and individuals. We received few responses
from members of the public.
20. Knowsley

resubmitted

its suggestions

for extending

its

boundaries by incorporating parts of St Helens, Liverpool and
Sefton into its area. In addition, it sought the transfer into
Knowsley of Hale from Halton in Cheshire, the transfer of a large
area of Dovecot/Cantril Farm from Liverpool and the transfer of

Croxteth from Liverpool, in order to broaden its socio-economic
mix and complement the "federal structure" of the Borough.
21. Liverpool reiterated its agreement to minor change subject
to endorsement from Knowsley and local residents. Sefton and the
Parish Councils of Aintree and Melling in Sefton all objected to
Knowsley's proposals for the transfer of Waddicar (in the Parish
of Melling) from Sefton to Knowsley. Halton, Cheshire, Hale
Parish Council, the Merseyside Association of Local Councils, Mr
Gordon Oakes PC MP and a number of other organisations and
individuals all objected to Knowsley's suggestion to transfer the
Parish of Hale from Halton to Knowsley.
22. Lancashire County Council and West Lancashire District
Council supported the transfer of Simonswood to West Lancashire.
Mr George Howarth MP asked that Altfinch Close be united in
Knowsley.
23. Knowsley wrote to us again in December 1990 saying that it
no longer wished to pursue the transfer of Eccleston Park and
Rainhill from St Helens to Knowsley and in a further letter of
10 May 1991, it submitted further information concerning the
areas it sought to transfer from Liverpool into Knowsley.
Our further consideration on the future of the Metropolitan
Borough of Knowsley
24. We have considered carefully all the responses received over
all stages of this review.
Our letter of 15 May 1990
acknowledged that, whilst Knowsley had been referred to as an
artificial creation, with strong links to Liverpool, St Helens
and Widnes, community links within the Borough had evolved,
particularly over the last decade, while the sense of community
was strongly expressed in the many representations which we had
received.

25. We have not seen any convincing information in the later
stages of the review to deflect us from our revised judgement
that the Borough of Knowsley does now accord with the wishes of
the majority of local inhabitants, reflects reasonably well the
pattern of community life and that its continued existence will
be conducive to the effective operation of local government and
associated services.
26. We have also considered the suggestions made for the
extension of Knowsley's boundaries into adjoining authorities.
These suggestions are described in later paragraphs of this
report, together with the draft proposals we made for more minor
change and the response to them. In all cases, we have proposed
only relatively minor change. We believe that the claims made
on adjacent authorities' territory illustrate the difficulties
of the present boundaries. We understand also Knowsley"s concern
with its size, especially in the light of the earlier suggestions
significantly to reduce its area. We respect the view that areas
of continuous urban development should become part of one
authority. However, we are not persuaded that the proposals made
for major change are necessary to resolve the detailed anomalies
of the present boundary.
Moreover, we have received
insufficient evidence of benefits to the provision of effective
and convenient local government to justify the movement of
significant numbers of people, particularly from Liverpool.
27. This suggests that a wider ranging review would be required
in order to identify the community links and appropriate patterns
of services over a substantial part of Merseyside and beyond.
An important factor would be the identification of people's
wishes over a wide area. Such a review might suggest radical
action of a kind which lies outside our guidelines as set out in
the Department of Environment Circular 20/86 (that is, concerning
the
creation
or
abolition
of
principal
authorities) .
Furthermore, it is possible that such a review would reopen the
question of major changes to the Borough of Knowsley itself,
given those geographical factors to which we drew attention in
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our letter of 1 2 May 1990.

Such issues should only be considered

in a wider ranging review of Merseyside, which is not a matter
for this Commission under its present remit.
28. We have therefore decided that this is not an appropriate
time to propose major change to the boundaries of Knowsley. We
have given consideration to all the suggestions made for changes
to the boundary, but, except where we have seen a compelling need
for action in this review (confined to the area of Simonswood)
we have proposed only small scale change to rectify specific
boundary anomalies.
OUR DRAFT PROPOSALS AND INTERIM DECISIONS LETTER OF 27 FEBRUARY
1992
29. We decided therefore to concentrate our attention on the
minor boundary issues, where obvious anomalies exist, but to
continue with our more major proposal that the Parish of
Simonswood
should
be
transferred
to
West
Lancashire.
Accordingly, on 27 February 1992, we issued a letter containing
our draft proposals for change and our interim decisions not to
propose change and invited comments by 23 April 1992.
Response to our letter of 27 February 1992
30. We received responses from Knowsley Borough Council, which
submitted detailed information and maps relating to each of its
areas where we proposed change;
from Lancashire and Cheshire
County Councils; Liverpool City Council; Sefton, St Helens and
Halton Borough Councils; the Parish Councils of Simonswood,
Bickerstaffe, Mailing and Cronton;
Whiston Town Council;
Stockbridge Village Trust Ltd;
the Merseyside Police and a
number of members of the public.

OUR CONSIDERATION OF CHANGE TO KNOWSLEY'S BOUNDARIES AND FINAL
PROPOSALS AND INTERIM DECISIONS
31. In the following paragraphs we set out our draft proposals,
interim decisions and final proposals together with details of
the responses we received at earlier stages of the review and our
consideration of the issues that were raised.
KNOWSLEY'S BOUNDARIES WITH WEST LANCASHIRE AND SEFTON
(a) S imonswood
32. Simonswood Parish Council proposed the transfer of its parish
to West Lancashire on the grounds that its residents have closer
allegiances with Lancashire than with the rest of Knowsley. It
said that a survey of its parishioners had revealed overwhelming
support for the suggestion which was opposed by only one
resident.

It also suggested that it could eventually amalgamate

with the West Lancashire Parish of Bickerstaffe. West Lancashire
supported Simonswood's suggestions as did Bickerstaffe Parish
Council in Lancashire which sought amalgamation with Simonswood.
Fifteen Simonswood residents and a West Lancashire
councillor also wrote to us supporting the transfer.

district

33. In our letter of 12 January 199Q we indicated that we were
minded to propose the transfer of Simonswood to Lancashire. In
response, Lancashire and Knowsley opposed any such transfer. West
Lancashire and Simonswood and Bickerstaffe Parish Councils
supported our provisional conclusion and Bickerstaffe continued
to support amalgamation with Simonswood,
A majority of the
Simonswood residents who wrote to us favoured change, although
we received a number of communications from outside the Parish
which supported Simonswood's retention in Knowsley. In our letter
of 15 May 1990, we reiterated our proposal for the transfer of
Simonswood to Lancashire. At that stage, Lancashire expressed
support for our provisional conclusion as did West Lancashire.
We received no further comment from members of the public.
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Draft Proposal
34.

We decided to issue a draft proposal for the transfer of

Simonswood Parish to West Lancashire, since the wishes of
Simonswood inhabitants appeared to be in favour of change and
their links towards Lancashire stronger than those to the rest
of Knowsley. As part of our proposal, we also decided to suggest
a minor amendment to Simonswood's southern boundary (which, if
the transfer went ahead, would form the new county boundary
between Knowsley

and Lancashire).

This

is defaced

in the

vicinity of Gate Bridge House and Simonswood Moss and at the
southern edge of Moss Plantation.
Final Proposal
35. Knowsley opposed the proposed change.
Lancashire, West
Lancashire and the Parish Councils of Simonswood and Bickerstaffe
supported the proposal as did two residents of Simonswood.
Another resident suggested the transfer of the northernmost
estate of Kirkby to Simonswood.
36. Over the course of the review, a majority of Simonswood
residents who have made representations to us have been in favour
of transfer to Lancashire.
Our letter of 27 February 1992
produced three letters supporting the transfer but no objections
from Simonswood residents.
The local authorities concerned,
apart from Knowsley, also continue to support the transfer. We
consider that Knowsley has not produced any compelling arguments
to dissuade us from our proposal and it remains our view that the
Simonswood inhabitants favour change and that their links are
stronger with Lancashire than with the rest of Knowsley. We have
therefore decided to confirm our draft proposal as final.
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(b) The boundary between the Parish of Simonswood (Knowsley) and
the Parish of Melling (Sefton)
Interim Decision
37. Following our letters of 1 2 January and 15 May 1990, Knowsley
proposed the transfer of Waddicar, and later, Molyneux Ward to
its Borough. Sefton, the Merseyside Association of Local
Councils, Melling and Aintree Parish Councils, the Melling
Ratepayers' Association and 434 residents of the area all
objected to Knowsley's proposal on the grounds that the area's
affinities lay with Melling in Sefton rather than with Knowsley.
Sefton said that its surveys of local opinion revealed an
overwhelming wish to remain in Sefton and that community links
with Knowsley were extremely limited.
38. We concluded that there was no evidence that the proposed
transfer would lead to more effective or convenient local
government. Since the boundary is only slightly defaced in this
area, we took an interim decision to make no proposal for change
which we published in our draft proposals letter of 27 February
1992, to which we invited comments.
39. Knowsley, whilst noting residents' opposition to change,
commented on its perception of a community of interest between
Melling/Waddicar and Kirkby. Liverpool raised no objection to
our interim decision. In the absence of other comment we have
decided to confirm our interim decision as final but considered
a more minor amendment to the boundary which we discuss below.
Draft Proposal
40. As the present boundary between Simonswood (Knowsley) and
Melling (Sefton) is defaced, we also decided to adopt, as our
draft proposal, a realignment of the boundary running south from
Cunscough Brook, along the B5197 ((Prescot Road) as far south as
the south side of the M58. From there it would follow the east
12

side of Maghull Lane after the interchange with the M58.
It
would then cross Maghull Lane to the west side of Prescot Road
until it meets the existing boundary at Black Bank Bridge (Bank
Lane).
Final Proposal
41. Whilst Knowsley raised no objection to our proposal, Sefton
and Melling Parish Council both strongly objected.
Melling
commented that a survey of its residents revealed an overwhelming
wish to remain in Sefton, rather than transfer to Simonswood in
Knowsley and thence to Lancashire.
42. This view was supported by 52 residents and by the Sefton
Area Committee of Local Councils. All the objections to our
draft proposal centred on what the residents considered to be the
close-knit nature of the community, and referred to the fact that
we had decided to leave Waddicar in Melling. One resident of
Ormskirk supported our draft proposal.
43. In view of the strength of opposition to our draft proposal,
we have decided not to confirm our draft proposal for this area
but to confirm, as final, minor revisions to the boundary to
eliminate stretches which are currently defaced in the vicinity
of Simonswood Brook.
THE BOUNDARY BETWEEN KNOWSLEY AND ST HELENS
(a) Simonswood's boundary with St Helens
Draft Proposal
44. At the start of the review, St Helens suggested a realignment
of the present, defaced boundary southwards along the western
side of Coach Road to meet East Lancashire Road. No other

suggestions were received during the different stages of the
review and we decided to adopt St Helens' suggestion as our draft
proposal published in our letter of 27 February 1992.
Final Proposal
45. Whilst St Helens raised no objection, Knowsley suggested
either no change to the present boundary or a minor realignment
of a section of defaced boundary down the Coach Road to the track
which leads to Woodside Farm. Knowsley also said that it thought
that there was an obvious community of interest between the
properties of Little Longborough and Big Longborough which under
the draft proposal would be in different authorities.
We
received no other comments.
46. We felt that Knowsley's suggestion would not satisfactorily
address the problems of the currently defaced boundary. The two
Longborough properties are already separated by the busy East
Lancashire Road. Our draft proposal was also linked to minor
realignments of the boundary between Simonswood and Knowsley
which, under our proposal for the transfer of the Parish of
Simonswood to Lancashire, would form the new county boundary
line. We have therefore decided to confirm our draft proposal
as final.
(b) Knowsley Safari Park/Prescot Bypass
Draft Proposal
47. The present boundary is defaced in the vicinity of the
Prescot Bypass and runs through the Knowsley Safari Park and a
reservoir, dividing them between Knowsley and St Helens. At the
initial stage of the review, St Helens suggested a realignment
to follow fields and path lines through Knowsley Park until it
meets Prescot Bypass. Thereafter it would continue to the east
of the Knoll as far as Eccleston Park. No other suggestions were
received.
14

48. We agreed that the present boundary is unsatisfactory and
therefore decided to adopt, as our draft proposal, a revised
boundary line to unite the whole of the Safari Park in Knowsley
and to unite the reservoirs in St Helens. Our draft proposal also
included minor amendments to rectify defaced sections of the
boundary
Bypass.

at St Helens Road and an amendment at the

Prescot

Final Proposal
49. St Helens raised no objections to our draft proposal.
Knowsley considered that the proposal still split the reservoir
site and submitted a counter proposal to include the whole of the
reservoir site in Knowsley. We received no representations from
members of the public and we considered that there was no
evidence that Knowsley's suggestion would provide any significant
improvements in effective and convenient local government. In the
absence of any other representations or objections, we have
decided to confirm our draft proposal as final.
(c) The Parishes of Prescot in Knowsley and Eccleston Park in St
Helens
Prescot
50. At the start of the review, we received representations
suggesting that Prescot should be transferred from Knowsley to
St Helens. Prescot Town Council conducted a poll and 1792 people
out of the 2109 who voted favoured transferring Prescot from
Knowsley to St Helens. This response represented about 21% of the
local electorate.
the "Prescot out

We received around 700 postcards supporting
of Knowsley" campaign which claimed that

Knowsley had disregarded local interests.

Prescot Town Council

subsequently disassociated itself from the campaign and commented
that the proposal, whether affirmed or otherwise by a poll, could
not be achieved given the population size envisaged for the
creation and establishment of new Metropolitan Boroughs. Nor
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would it be possible for Prescot to become part of a shire county
as it did not border on any shire district.
51 . Following our letter of 1 2 January 1990 in which we said that
we were minded to transfer Prescot Parish to St Helens, Knowsley
Borough Council and Prescot Town Council objected to the idea on
the grounds that only a minority of Prescot's residents wished
to see either the creation of a new local authority for Prescot
(within Lancashire) or to transfer to St Helens. At that stage
we had received well over 4000 responses from members of the
public, the vast majority of whom opposed change.
52. Whilst we considered that there was evidence of some
community links with St Helens and, for some, a sense of
separation from the rest of Knowsley, the response indicated
strong support for Prescot's retention in Knowsley.
In our
letter of 15 May 1990, we stated that we felt Prescot to be an
integral part of Knowsley and concluded that it should remain
there subject to the consideration of more minor changes to its
boundary with Eccleston Park in St Helens.
We received no
further response from members of the public following our letter
of 15 May 1990. Following the issue of our letter of 27 February
1992, a resident of Whiston suggested that the Parishes of
Prescot and Whiston should transfer to St Helens on the grounds
of close affinity. However, we felt that no new grounds for such
a transfer had been presented and therefore considered only the
more minor amendments to the boundary which we consider below.
Eccleston Park
53. At the start of the review, St Helens suggested a realignment
of the present boundary which cuts through properties in St James
Road, Alder Road and Old Lane. Knowsley MBC suggested the
transfer of Eccleston Park to Knowsley on the grounds of its
affinity with Prescot in Knowsley. St Helens opposed Knowsley's
suggestion, stating that claims to affinity between the two areas
were not founded on historical evidence.
Eccleston Parish
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Council considered the suggestion was unjustified and opposed any
suggestion that would result in the destruction of 19th century
parish boundaries.

Over 350 residents petitioned against the

proposal and two councillors and 25 residents of Eccleston Park
wrote expressing their objections.
54. Knowsley subseguently withdrew its proposal and we considered
that substantial change was inappropriate.
We therefore
continued our consideration of minor changes to the boundary.
Draft Proposal
55. We considered St Helens' earlier suggestion but decided to
adopt, as our draft proposal, more minor realignments to the
boundary where it is defaced, to unite properties in St James
Road, Alder Road and Old Lane.
Final Proposal

56. Whilst St Helens raised no objections to our draft proposal,
Knowsley, supported by Whiston Town Council, provided a countersuggestion to transfer those properties in Old Lane and Portico
Lane, which are split by the current boundary, into its area. We
considered, however, that our draft proposal provided a clearly
identifiable boundary, and in the absence of other objections,
we have decided to confirm our draft proposal as final.
(d) The Parish of Rainhill in St Helens and the Parish of Whiston
in Knowsley
Rainhill
57. Knowsley proposed the transfer of Rainhill to its borough on
the grounds of Rainhill's strong transport and employment links
with Knowsley. We felt that radical change was inappropriate in
this area. Any new boundary line would inevitably be arbitrary
17

given the continuous nature of the urban development across the
area. Knowsley subsequently withdrew its suggestion.
We
therefore make no proposal for radical change. Minor change to
the boundary between Rainhill and Whiston in Knowsley is covered
in paragraphs 59 - 66.
Whiston
58. At the initial stage of the review, Knowsley suggested
realigning the current boundary, which is undefined in places,
to run along Stoney Lane, then west along the railway line to
meet the current boundary. St Helens felt that this would do
little to improve the boundary line and that communities would
continue to be split. St Helens commented that residents of the
Burton Close area, to the east of Whiston Hospital, had
petitioned for transfer to its borough and we subsequently
received the petition. St Helens also proposed that Whiston
Hospital, which serves both boroughs, should be transferred into
St Helens where the Area Health Authority is based. In addition
it suggested the transfer of two schools and their playing fields
at Delph Lane and Cumber Lane, and the Valor Newholme Works
abutting Stoney Lane, all of which are bisected by the current
boundary.
59. Knowsley opposed the transfer of the Valor Newholme Works on
the grounds that it should retain control.
It opposed the
transfer of Whiston Hospital on the grounds that it was the only
hospital in Knowsley. It also opposed the transfer of Higherside
Comprehensive School on the grounds that its pupils were all from
Knowsley.
Whiston Town Council opposed any revision of its
boundary that would destroy the natural community established by
the 19th century parish boundary.

60. Knowsley commented that it had not received evidence that
Whiston*s residents sought a transfer to St Helens; nor was it
aware of any suggestions that St Helens could provide a better
service in adjacent areas or to Knowsley residents. Mr Sean
18

Hughes MP supported Knowsley's submission and opposed St Helens'
suggestions.
61. In our letter of 12 January 1990 we said that we were minded
to propose the transfer of Whiston to St Helens on the basis
that, were other areas to be transferred from Knowsley, the
Parishes of Whiston and Tarbock would be isolated from the
remainder of Knowsley.
We received over 3000 letters from
Whiston residents, of whom only 20 favoured change.
Knowsley
commented that major change would be inappropriate. Whiston Town
Council also opposed any change on the grounds that it had been
identified with Knowsley since 1974.
62. Having considered the representations, we took the view, as
explained in our letter of 15 May 1990 that Whiston was an
integral part of Knowsley and that we would not propose major
change. Following the issue of our letter of 27 February 1992,
we received a comment from one Whiston resident suggesting the
transfer of the Parishes of Prescot and Whiston to St Helens on
the grounds of perceived affinities and shared Lancashire origin.
We considered, however, that we had made it clear in our letter
of 15 May 1990 that we would not pursue the question of the
transfer of those parishes to St Helens. As we received no
further correspondence from members of the public in the area in
response, we decided to consider minor changes to the boundary.
Draft Proposal
63. We considered that the proposal by St Helens at the initial
stage of the review, seeking the transfer of a larger area from
Whiston, was not fully justified. As the residents of Burton,
Lindrick and Ryder Closes appeared to look more towards St Helens
than Knowsley, we decided to adopt as our draft proposal an
amendment to the boundary to realign it along the north side of
Warrington Road, and around the buildings facing Warrington Road
so as to transfer the Closes to St Helens.
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Final Proposal
64. St Helens raised no objections but Knowsley requested that
the Closes remain in Knowsley on the grounds that the petition
submitted at the commencement of the review by the residents did
not reflect their current views. Whiston Town Council commented
that it had conducted a survey of the residents of the Closes
proposed for transfer to St Helens which demonstrated that the
majority still favoured the transfer. Whiston also supported the
transfer of the school playing fields and factory in Stoney Lane
from St Helens to Knowsley.
65. In the absence of any other comments, we have decided to
confirm our draft proposal as final.
(e) Stoney Lane to the M62
66. The current boundary is undefined across open country and
defaced in the vicinity of the M62. At the initial stage of the
review, Knowsley proposed realigning it to follow Blundells Lane
and Cronton Lane to the existing boundary just north of the
motorway. St Helens suggested realigning the boundary to follow
Cumber Lane and Foxes Bank Lane, then east along the motorway.
We received no other comments.
Draft Proposal
67. We decided to adopt as our draft proposal St Helens'
suggestion to realign the boundary west along the railway line,
south along Cumber Lane and Foxes Bank Lane to meet the motorway,
and east along the southern side of the M62.
Final Proposal
68. St Helens raised no objection.
Knowsley, supported by
Whiston Town Council, commented on the implications of the
proposed transfer of areas of Green Belt and requested minimal
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changes to remove boundary anomalies. We noted that Knowsley's
alternative suggestion, submitted earlier in the review, would
encroach substantially into St Helens and we were not persuaded
that our proposal would adversely affect the Green Belt area.
69. As we received no other comments or objections, we have
decided to confirm our draft proposal as final.
(f) M62 Junction 7/Norland's Lane
Draft Proposal
70. We noted that the present boundary is undefined in the
vicinity of Norland's Lane and cuts across fields.
No
suggestions were received for this area but we decided to adopt
as our draft proposal a realignment of the boundary along the
south side of the M62, and then down to the east side of the A569
at Junction 7 and down the east side of Norland's Lane to the
current Halton/St Helens boundary. This linked with the
Commission's recommendation in this area in its Final Report (No
625) on its review of St Helens. The boundary would continue
south, crossing the road in the vicinity of Norland's House, and
would then be realigned to physical features.
Final Proposal
71 . St Helens raised no objection.
Knowsley indicated its
general support for the proposal but suggested that one property
in Norland's Lane, proposed for transfer from Halton to Knowsley,
should remain in Halton. Halton objected to the inclusion within
Knowsley of properties in Norland's Lane. We received no other
comments or objections and have decided to confirm our draft
proposal as final, but with a minor modification to retain the
single property in question in Halton Borough.
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KNOWSLEY'S BOUNDARY WITH HALTON, CHESHIRE
(a) The Parish of Cronton
72. At the start of the review, Cheshire County Council proposed
the transfer of the Parish of Cronton to Halton on the grounds
of its ties with Widnes and Cheshire and commented that the M62
separates Cronton from the remainder of Knowsley.
At a local
referendum in September 1987 conducted by the parish council, 48%
of those eligible voted, of whom 346 voted for the transfer of
the parish to Cheshire and 243 voted against.
73. Knowsley commented that links between Whiston and the
adjoining Parish of Tarbock, had existed since the 19th century
and that the parish referendum

had not revealed

overwhelming

support for a transfer. Halton proposed minor boundary changes
and did not comment on the proposal to transfer Cronton to its
area. St Helens proposed incorporating into its area those parts
of the Parish of Cronton that lie north of the M62 and part of
a covered reservoir lying south of the railway.
Interim Decision
74. Following our letter of 12 January 1990, Cheshire continued
to seek the transfer of Cronton to Halton. Knowsley sought the
retention of Cronton within its "federation of communities",
observing that Cronton Parish Council had resolved unanimously
to remain within Knowsley. Halton supported Knowsley's view but
added that, in the event of Knowsley's abolition, it considered
that Cronton would be better served by the Borough of Halton than
by the City of Liverpool. Since the commencement of the review
we had received over 1100 responses, the majority of which had
opposed any change. In the light of this response, and our
general conclusion that this was not the time for radical change,
we made an interim decision to make no proposal in respect of
this area.
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75. Knowsley endorsed our interim decision. Cheshire suggested
that public opinion should be tested further. Halton referred
to the original referendum amongst the residents of Cronton
conducted by Cronton Parish Council. The Parish Council referred
to its statement, at an earlier stage of the review, that Cronton
should remain within Knowsley, and considered that its position
had been misrepresented in our letter of 27 February 1992.
76. We also received letters from two Cronton residents and a
petition signed by residents of Pex Hill, Cronton, seeking a
transfer to Cheshire on the grounds of perceived close links with
Widnes.
77. We considered all these representations in the light of the
information available. There had been no
representations
following our letter of 15 May 1990 in which we clearly stated
our revised view that Cronton was an integral part of Knowsley
and should remain within it. Public opinion appears, overall, to
support that view. We have therefore- decided to confirm our
interim decision as final.
(b) The Parish of Tarbock
78. Prior to the start of the review, Knowsley forwarded a
request by the residents of the five properties in Beaufort
Close, the only access to which is through Halton, to transfer
to Halton. Both Cheshire and Halton suggested the transfer of a
larger area of Tarbock into Halton on the grounds of the area's
greater affinity with Widnes in Cheshire than with Knowsley.
Knowsley opposed the proposal.
79. Following our letter of 12 January 1990,
in which we
considered the transfer of Tarbock to Liverpool or Halton,
Knowsley commented that it was not aware of any suggestions that
the residents of Tarbock would be better served by Liverpool nor
had the residents expressed a wish to transfer to Halton.
Liverpool said it did not wish to see Tarbock (with other parts
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of Knowsley) transferred into its area. Halton commented that
in the event of Knowsley's abolition, it believed Cronton's
community would be better served by Halton than by Liverpool.
Tarbock Parish Council opposed change and said that at a parish
meeting 90% of those attending had voted in favour of staying in
Knowsley. We received over 250 letters, the majority cyclostyled,
supporting Knowsley's retention. Of the individual respondents,
twelve favoured transfer to Halton and twelve favoured the status
quo.
80. Following our letter of 15 May 1990 in which we indicated our
decision not to continue to propose major change, Halton Borough
Council submitted a revised suggestion for the transfer of a
larger area of Tarbock to its area using the line of the planned
M57 extension, and indicated that, if its suggestion were not
taken up, it would revert to its original proposal.
81. We considered that Halton's proposal for using the planned
M57 extension was premature because work on its construction had
not yet begun. We also decided not to adopt Halton and Cheshire's
earlier suggestion as it did not appear to offer any advantage
in terms of effective and convenient local government.
We
confirmed as final our decision not to transfer Tarbock from
Knowsley but considered minor changes to the boundary.
Draft Proposal
82. In view of the longstanding wish of the occupiers of
properties in Beaufort Close to transfer to Halton, and as the
only access to the Close is through Halton, we decided to adopt
as our draft proposal, with a slight modification to the proposed
boundary, Knowsley's earlier suggestion for the transfer of these
properties to Halton.
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Final Proposal
83. Knowsley supported our draft proposal but Halton referred to
its earlier suggestion to include a larger area for transfer.
A local firm of chartered surveyors also suggested that an
additional area should be transferred. We did not consider that
these suggestions would result in more effective and convenient
local government, in terms of improvement of services or
communication links, and in the absence of other representations
or objections, we have decided to confirm our draft proposal as
final.
(c) The Parish of Hale in Cheshire and the Parish of Halewood in
Knowsley
Hale
84. Following our letter of 15 May 1990, in which we concluded
that radical change was inappropriate, Knowsley proposed the
transfer of the Parish of Hale from Halton to complement what it
called the federal structure of the Borough. Cheshire, Halton,
Hale Parish Council, the Merseyside Association of Local
Councils, the Friends of Hale village, the Rt. Hon. Gordon Oakes
PC MP and 645 local residents all objected to Knowsley's
proposal,arguing that local affinities lay with Halton, that the
residents had no wish to transfer to Knowsley and that its Green
Belt status would be threatened. Cheshire commented that it was
difficult to see how the transfer of Hale would improve effective
and convenient local government.
Halton forwarded a 1100signature petition opposing Knowsley's suggestion.
85. In view of our decision not to pursue radical change, we
decided to issue a draft proposal for a minor change to the
boundary with Halewood in Knowsley.
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Halewood
86. At the start of the review, Halton proposed the transfer of
the Ward Blenkinsop Factory (now known as the IBIS Works) from
Knowsley to Halton on the grounds that it would then be able to
respond more effectively to complaints over odours and discharges
from the works which had attracted complaints from
residents.
would be
therefore

Halton's

Knowsley objected on the grounds that its residents
disadvantaged as a result and that the proposal
did not meet the criterion for effective and

convenient local government. Mr Sean Hughes MP also objected to
the proposal. Residents of Old Higher Road/ Halewood, petitioned
for transfer to Halton on the grounds of their community of
interest with Halton and their regular use of services provided
from Halton.

Halton subsequently suggested the use of the A562

(which is planned to link with the proposed M57 extension) as the
boundary in this area, so that the IBIS Works would transfer to
Halton, which formed the basis of its earlier request.
87. After considering the response to our launch letter, we had
felt that the Parish of Halewood had poor communications with the
administrative centre of Knowsley, and as an overspill area
appeared to have closer links with the City of Liverpool.
Following our letter of 12 January 1990f in which we considered
the transfer of Halewood to Liverpool, Knowsley commented that
it had not received representations suggesting that any of the
residents wished to transfer to Liverpool; nor had it received
any complaints about the standard of services. Liverpool City
Council, Walton and Garston Conservative Associations and the
Liberal Democrat Party in Liverpool, commented that they did not
wish Halewood to be incorporated into the City. Halewood Town
Council opposed the transfer.
88. We received over 5000 representations, the majority opposing
the abolition of Knowsley and transfer to Liverpool.
Some
residents in Halebank continued to seek a transfer to Halton in
Cheshire on the grounds of stronger ties there.
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89. Following consideration of the representations, we concluded
in our letter of 15 May 1990 that Halewood Parish should remain
in Knowsley on the grounds that the majority of its residents
sought neither the abolition of Knowsley nor a transfer to
Liverpool or Halton, and that it could be considered to be an
integral part of the Borough of Knowsley. We now confirm as
final our interim decision that Halewood Parish should remain in
Knowslev, subject to more detailed consideration of the boundary
which we discuss below.
Draft Proposal
90. We considered that there was little evidence that Halton's
case for the transfer of the IBIS Works from Knowsley into Halton
would lead to more effective and convenient local government.
We concluded, however, that the affinities and interests of the
residents of Old Higher Road did appear to lie more with Halton
than with Knowsley.
91. We therefore decided to adopt as our draft proposal a
realignment of the boundary to run along the south side of the
railway line south of the A562 until the railway meets the A561
and, thereafter, to continue on the southern side of the A561
until it meets the existing boundary in the vicinity of Mill
Wood, thus transferring the residents of Old Higher Road to
Halton.
Final Proposal
92. Both Cheshire and Halton welcomed our decision not to
transfer the Parish of Hale from Cheshire to Knowsley but
expressed disappointment that we had not proposed the transfer
of the IBIS works to Cheshire. Knowsley, whilst supporting the
retention of the IBIS Works in Knowsley, opposed the draft
proposal on the grounds that it did not reflect the current
wishes of the residents of Old Higher Road and Halebank Road.
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93. Apart from one resident of Halebank Road, who expressed a
wish to transfer to Cheshire, we received no other comments or
objections. We have decided to confirm our draft proposal as
final.
KNOWSLEY'S BOUNDARY WITH LIVERPOOL
(a) Speke/Hunts Cross (Liverpool)
94. There were no comments regarding this area at the initial
stage of the review. Following our letter of 12 January 1990
seeking comments on our suggestion for the augmentation of
Liverpool's area by transferring parts of Knowsley to Liverpool,
the Wavertree Society in Liverpool objected to the transfer of
Knowsley residents into Liverpool as did the Garston Conservative
Association. Although Knowsley submitted a proposal to transfer
Speke and Hunts Cross from Liverpool to Knowsley on the grounds
of close links between the areas and the transfer of Halewood
West, in Liverpool, we had already concluded that radical change
would be inappropriate.
95. We were also concerned that Knowsley's proposal would lead
to the division of Speke Airport between Knowsley and Liverpool
and that this could create problems for future planning and
development in the area. Liverpool City Council made no comment
on Knowsley1s proposal but referred to its letter, at the initial
stage of the review, in which it commented that it raised no
objections to Knowsley's proposals (which originally related to
minor boundary changes) provided that the views of the residents
concerned were obtained. One Speke resident subsequently sought
a transfer from Liverpool to Knowsley, on the grounds of better
service provision there, but there were no other representations.
96. We considered that there was no evidence that the proposed
transfer of Speke and Hunts Cross would result in more effective
or convenient local government. Since we received no other
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objections or representations, we considered a minor amendment
to the boundary.
Draft Proposal
97. We noted that the Ford Works in Halewood is divided by
'current boundary thus placing it within two authorities. In
interests of effective and convenient local government,
decided to adopt as our draft proposal an amendment to
boundary so as to unite the Works in Knowsley.

the
the
we
the

Final Proposal
98. Both Knowsley and Liverpool supported the draft proposal.
In the absence of other comments, we have decided to confirm our
draft proposal as final.
(b) Hunts Cross:

Railway Line to Grove Farm

Draft Proposal
99. As this stretch of boundary is defaced across Macket's Lane
and Halewood Road, we decided to adopt, as our draft proposal,
a minor realignment of the boundary to the centre line of
Macket's Lane and Halewood Road.
Final Proposal
100. Knowsley supported the draft proposal. Liverpool City
Council objected on the grounds that centre road alignments were
impractical for maintenance purposes.
No other response was
received. We did not consider that effective and convenient
local government would be improved significantly by aligning the
boundary to Liverpool' s side of the road and in any case our
policy is that it is appropriate in general to align boundaries
to the centre of roads in urban areas. We have therefore decided
to confirm our draft proposal as final.
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(c) Belle Vale/Netherley (Liverpool)
101 . Knowsley, at the start of the review, suggested realignment
of the boundary, which divides properties, to run along a road
to the west to bring the whole development at Court Hey within
the borough. No other correspondence was received.
102. In its letters of 23 February, 15 June 1990 and 10 May 1991,
Knowsley proposed the transfer of these areas from Liverpool on
the grounds that they had stronger links with Knowsley than with
the rest of Liverpool. We concluded, in our letter of 15 May
1990, that radical change would be inappropriate and so
considered more limited change which we discuss below.
Draft Proposal
103. As the existing boundary is defaced in a number of places,
we decided to issue draft proposals for minor realignments in the
vicinity of Lee Park Golf Course;
between Minster Drive and
Naylorsfield Drive; between Naylorsfield Drive and Edenhurst
Avenue Sports Ground; and between Edenhurst Avenue Sports Ground
and Court Hey.
Final Proposal
104. Both Knowsley and Liverpool supported the draft proposals.
One resident commented that he/she had a greater affinity to
Lancashire than Merseyside. In the absence of other comment, or
objection, we have decided to confirm our draft proposal as
final.
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(d) The unparished area of Huyton-cum-Roby
Interim Decision
105. There were no representations concerning this area at the
initial stage of the review. In our letter of 12 January 1990,
we observed that the unparished area of Huyton-cum-Roby forms
part of an unbroken urban area extending from the City of
Liverpool and is closely linked by commuter services to the City
Centre. We therefore commented that we were minded to propose the
transfer of this area to Liverpool.
106. In its response, Knowsley said that it had received no
representations suggesting that residents sought a transfer to
Liverpool.
We received well over 26,000 responses from local
residents, including petitions objecting to a transfer to
Liverpool. Whilst the vast majority of respondents did not want
change, a few residents sought a transfer to Liverpool or to
Lancashire. After full consideration of all the representations,
we concluded, in our letter of 15 May 1990, that Huyton-cum-Roby
was now an integral part of Knowsley and should remain within
Knowsley. As we received no subsequent representations we have
decided to confirm our interim decision as final.
(e) Thingwall Avenue/Thingwall Hall Drive/St Mary's School (Pilch
Lane)/Dinas Lane
Draft Proposal
107. The current boundary is defaced in this area and we decided
to issue a draft proposal to realign the boundary to Thingwall
Hall Drive, and the east side of Thomas Lane in the vicinity of
Knotty Ash until it meets Thingwall Avenue. Under our proposal
the boundary

would

then continue north east along

the rear

curtilages of properties in Gordon Drive, then south east along
Pilch Lane until it meets the existing boundary in the vicinity
of Swanside. It would then follow Page Moss Lane until it met
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Dinas Lane. We proposed that the boundary should continue up the
centre of Dinas Lane until it met the existing boundary at East
Prescot Road.
Final Proposal
108. Knowsley supported the draft proposal as far as Dinas Lane,
but objected to the proposal to realign the boundary to the
centre of Dinas Lane since it would transfer 20 properties and
their residents to Liverpool. It suggested that the boundary
should run around the backs of the properties numbered 42 to 46.
109. Liverpool objected to our draft proposal in the vicinity of
Thingwall Hall and Pilch Lane. It considered that on the grounds
of effective and convenient local government, the city boundary
should be realigned along the eastern edge of the land
surrounding Thingwall Hall and along Thingwall Lane to unite the
whole area within Liverpool. The City Council considered that
significant consequences would arise from the proposal to
transfer St Margaret Mary's School at Pilch Lane to Knowsley. It
opposed the draft proposal at Dinas Lane on the grounds that it
was impractical for maintenance purposes,
110. Four residents of Dinas Lane also opposed the draft proposal
and expressed a wish to remain in Knowsley. We received no other
comments or objections.
111. We considered each of the objections carefully but were not
persuaded that the alternatives suggested would substantially
improve effective and convenient local government in terms of
better service provision. We noted that Thingwall Hall itself
is privately owned and lies in Knowsley. We also noted that equal
numbers of children from Liverpool and Knowsley attend St
Margaret Mary's School and that the Cardinal Heenan School is due
to relocate elsewhere in Liverpool in the foreseeable future.
112. We considered the representations relating to Dinas Lane
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very carefully but concluded that Knowsley's proposal would not
produce a coherent boundary and would separate related
properties. Three of the four local residents who responded to
;us gave no specific reason for their objections to transferring
to Liverpool.

As our general policy is that it is appropriate

ito use centre of road alignments for boundaries in urban areas,
'we decided not to adopt Liverpool's suggestion for a side of the
i
road alignment. In the absence of other objections or comment,
we have decided to confirm our draft proposal as final.
(f) Dovecot/Cantril Farm (Liverpool)/Stockbridge Village
(Knowsley)

.113. At the initial stage of the review, Knowsley suggested minor
'realignments of the current boundary, which divides properties,
so as to bring within the Borough all the properties at the
southern end of Saxby Road. It also suggested a realignment of
the defaced boundary in the vicinity of Altfinch Close in order
to unite the Close in Liverpool.
Liverpool supported these
proposals subject to the views of the residents concerned being
'obtained. We received no other comments at that stage but Mr
George Howarth MP subsequently forwarded a petition from the
' residents of Altfinch Close, Huyton, asking that the Close be
•united within Knowsley.
i
,114. Following our letter of 12 January 1990, the Stockbridge
Village Trust Ltd opposed the possible abolition of Knowsley as
a Borough on the grounds that if its housing was transferred back
to Liverpool, improvements already secured might be jeopardised.
Knowsley proposed the transfer of a significant area of Dovecot
and Cantril Farm into its borough on the basis that these areas
formed part of a continuous urban area which looked eastward to
Huyton for services and facilities. Knowsley subsequently added
that Dovecot Primary School in Liverpool had formal links as a
feeder school to Bowring Comprehensive School in Knowsley. It
also commented that the original Cantril Farm estate had been
t divided between Knowsley and Liverpool at the time of local
1
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government reorganisation in 1974 and that the properties in
Knowsley were now controlled by Stockbridge Village Trust Ltd.
Knowsley felt that the continuing division of an area that had
been built as a single estate was unsatisfactory and that there
was an overwhelming case for Cantril Farm to be united within
Knowsley.
115. Knowsley also said that it had received no representations
from Stockbridge village residents suggesting a transfer to
Liverpool.
Some residents strongly opposed transferring to
Liverpool in the event of Knowsley's abolition. Following our
draft proposal letter of 27 February 1992, Stockbridge Village
Trust Ltd. indicated its support for the incorporation into
Knowsley of the remaining area of Cantril Farm which is currently
in Liverpool.
116. We considered that there was no evidence that the transfer
of the wider area of Dovecot would be in the interests of
effective and convenient local government. It would involve the
transfer of a large number of residents from Liverpool to
Knowsley,

and in our view should only be considered

in the

*

context of a wider review of Merseyside as a whole (see paragraph
28 above).
117. We have considered the merits of uniting the whole of the
Cantril Farm estate in Knowsley. Even viewed in isolation, this
seems to us to present difficulties. The administrative
arrangements for Cantril Farm differ on either side of the
existing boundary. The housing on the Knowsley side is owned and
managed by the Stockbridge Village Trust, and on the Liverpool
side by Liverpool City Council. The method of renovation has
proceeded differently under each authority, and presents a
challenge to both. We therefore came to the view that the estate
now effectively looks in different directions, and as many
problems might be created as solved by the transfer of the
Liverpool part of Cantril Farm into Knowsley.
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118. We have therefore confirmed as final our decision not to
propose major change and instead considered more minor changes
to rectify boundary anomalies.
Draft Proposal

119. We decided to adopt, as our draft proposal, a number of
minor boundary amendments so as to improve the current boundary,
where it is defaced, between the M62 and Stockbridge Village
(between Bowring Park Road/Page Moss lane and Lyons Pits, Round
Hey and Marled Hey in Stockbridge Village).
Final Proposal
120. Although Knowsley repeated its view that there was an
' overwhelming case for the unification of Cantril Farm fully
i
within Stockbridge Village, we had already excluded large scale
1
change of that kind.
121. Whilst generally endorsing the draft proposal, Liverpool
objected to Knowsley's suggestions. Stockbridge Village Trust
Ltd., whilst seeking the transfer of a larger area from
Liverpool, supported our draft proposal in the vicinity of Marled
Hey and Round Hey subject to a minor amendment.
122. We received a letter signed by several residents of Altfinch
Road opposing the draft proposal on the grounds that they wished
to remain in Knowsley.
We received no other comments or
objections.
123. We did not consider that any new evidence had been produced
to warrant a departure from our draft proposal
therefore decided to confirm it as final.
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and we have

(g) The unparished area of Kirkby and the Parish of Knowsley
124. Following
suggested

our

letter of 12 January

1990, in which we

that the reduction of Knowsley Borough

to a much

smaller area comprising Kirkby and the Parish of Knowsley would
render

the

Borough

unviable,

we

received

over

26,000

representations from organisations and members of the public in
this area. The vast majority of these opposed the abolition of
Knowsley and the transfer of their areas to Liverpool.

Only 12

respondents supported change. In our letter of 15 May 1990, we
set out our interim decision not to make radical change in this
area and we now confirm this interim decision as final.
125. We noted Knowsley's

suggestion,

based on the wishes of

Knowsley Parish Council and local residents, that Knowsley Parish
should be divided into two separate parishes, using the M57 as
the boundary between them.

This issue is not, however, within

the scope of this mandatory review of metropolitan boroughs and
consideration of this request should be deferred until after the
completion of this review. We have, however, considered a minor
amendment to the boundary with the neighbouring area of
Fazakerley (Liverpool).
(h) Fazakerley (Liverpool)
126. At the start of the review, Knowsley suggested realignment
of the boundary, which divides properties between Liverpool and
Knowsley, so as to bring numbers 5 and 7 Copplehouse Lane, within
Knowsley.
127. Although Knowsley subsequently proposed

the transfer of

Fazakerley from Liverpool to Knowsley on the basis of its
proximity to Kirkby,
we had already concluded that radical
change would be inappropriate and considered more limited change.
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Draft Proposal
128. We considered a minor amendment to rectify the defaced
boundary. We noted Liverpool's support for Knowsley's earlier
suggestion for a minor realignment of the boundary along the rear
curtilages of the properties and we therefore decided to adopt
Knowsley's suggestion as our draft proposal.
Final Proposal
129. Both Knowsley and Liverpool supported the draft proposal
and, as there were no other comments or objections, we have
decided to confirm it as final.
(i) Croxteth/Croxteth Hall and Country Park (Liverpool)
Interim Decision
130. Although, following our letters of 12 January and 15 May
1990, Knowsley proposed the transfer of these areas from
Liverpool into its area to broaden its socio-economic mix, we
have, as set out earlier, concluded that radical change would be
inappropriate. We consider that the boundary in this area is
satisfactory

and announced

our interim decision

to make no

proposal for change in our letter of 27 February 1992, to which
we invited comments.
131 . Neither Knowsley nor Liverpool opposed our interim decision,
and we received no other representations from residents in the
area. We have decided to confirm our interim decision as final.
MAPPING
'132. Maps illustrating our final proposals are attached at Annex
A to this report.
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ELECTORAL CONSEQUENCES
133. Details of the electoral consequences of our proposals are
described in Annex B.
CONCLUSIONS
134. We believe that our final proposals, which are summarised
in Annex C, are in the interests of effective and convenient
local government and we commend them to you accordingly.
PUBLICATION
135. A separate letter is being sent to the Metropolitan Boroughs
of Knowsley,

St Helens and Sefton;

to the Lancashire

and

Cheshire County Councils and to the City of Liverpool, asking
them to deposit copies of this report at their main offices for
inspection for a period of six months. They are also being asked
to put notices to that effect on public notice boards.
Arrangements have been made for similar notices to be inserted
in the local press. The text of the notice will explain that the
Commission has fulfilled its statutory role in this matter and
that it now falls to you to make an Order implementing the
proposals, if you think fit, though not earlier than six weeks
from the date our final proposals are submitted to you.

Copies

of this report, with the maps attached at Annex A illustrating
the proposed changes, are being sent to all those who received
our letter of 27 February 1992 and those who subsequently made
written representations to us.
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ANNEX B

CONSEQUENTIAL CHANGES
MAP AREA
NUMBER REF,

A C

Knows ley MB

Sefton MB

Non parished area

Mel ling CP
Molyneaux Ward

Park Ward
B D
•

E F
H J

G I
t
i
i

K

Sefton MB

Knows ley MB

Mel ling CP

Non parished area

Molyneaux Ward

Park Ward

Sefton MB

Knows ley MB

Mel! ing CP

Non parished area

Molyneaux Ward

Tower Hill Ward

Knows ley MB
Non parished area
Tower Hill Ward

Sefton MB
Mel ling CP

Knows ley MB

No change

Simonswood CP

Non parished area
No change

Tower H i l l Ward

L

Sefton MB
Mel ling CP

Tower H i l l Ward

Molyneaux Ward

Knows ley MB
1

M O Simonswood CP
Q Tower H i l l Ward
Merseyside County
Sefton MB
N P Mel ling CP

,

,

R

S

T

Sefton MB
Mel ling CP

Molyneaux Ward
Lancashire County
West Lancashire District
Simonswood CP

Bickerstaffe Ward

Molyneaux Ward
—
Merseyside County

West Lancashire South ED

Knows ley MB

West Lancashire District

Simonswood CP

Simonswood CP

Tower Hill Ward

Bickerstaffe Ward
West Lancashire South ED

—

i

Molyneaux Ward

Non parished area

Knows ley MB
1

TO:

FROM:

Lancashire County

Knows ley MB

No change

Simonswood CP
Tower Hill Ward

Non parished area
Northwood Ward

CONSEQUENTIAL CHANGES
MAP AREA
NUMBER REF.

TO:

FROM:

A

Knows ley MB
Non parished area
Northwood Ward

St Helens MB
Windle CP
Windle Ward

B

Knows ley MB
Knows ley CP
Knowsley Park Ward

St Helens MB
Windle CP
Windle Ward

St Helens MB
Eccleston CP

Knowsley MB
Knowsley CP

Eccleston Ward

Knowsley Park Ward

Knows ley MB
Knowsley CP
Knowsley Park Ward

St Helens MB
Eccleston CP

St Helens MB

Knowsley MB
Prescot CP

2

A C

B

D

E

Eccleston Ward

Eccleston CP
Eccleston Ward

Prescot West Ward

Knowsley MB

St Helens MB
Eccleston CP

Prescot CP
Prescot West Ward

Eccleston Ward

St Helens MB

Knowsley MB

A

Eccleston CP
Eccleston Ward

Whiston CP
Whiston North Ward

Knowsley MB

St Helens MB

B

Whist on CP
Whiston North Ward

Eccleston CP
Eccleston Ward

CONSEQUENTIAL CHANGES
MAP AREA
NUMBER REF.

,

Knows! ey MB

St Helens MB

Whist on CP

Rainhill CP

Whiston North Ward

Rainhill Ward

B

St Helens MB
Rainhill CP
Rainhill Ward

Knows ley MB
Whiston CP
Whiston North Ward

Knows! ey MB
Whiston CP
Whiston South Ward

St Helens MB

D

Rainhill Ward

Knows ley MB
Cronton CP

St Helens MB
Rainhill CP

Whiston South Ward

Rainhill Ward

St Helens MB
Rainhill CP
Rainhill Ward

Knows ley MB
Cronton CP
Whiston South Ward

St Helens MB
Rainhill CP

Knows ley MB
Cronton CP
Whiston South Ward

A C

5
,
,

E G
'
t

F H

A

Rainhill Ward
.
,

B
6

Cheshi re County
Halton Borough
Non par i shed area
Farnworth Ward
Birchfield ED

Merseyside County

Knows ley MB
1

i
i

i
i

TO:

FROM:

C

Cronton CP
Whiston South Ward
"

Rainhill CP

Merseyside County
Knowsley MB

Cronton CP
Whiston South Ward

—

Cheshire County
Halton Borough
Non parished area
Farnworth Ward
Birchfield ED

Cheshire County
Halton Borough
A C Non parished area
Ditton Ward
Oakfield ED

Merseyside County

Merseyside County
Knows ley MB
B D Tarbock CP
Halewood East Ward

Cheshi re County

—

Knowsley MB
Tarbock CP
Halewood East Ward
Halton Borough
Non parished area
Ditton Ward
Oakfield ED

CONSEQUENTIAL CHANGES
MAP AREA
NUMBER REF.

A

B

A

9
B C

D

10

FROM:

Merseyside County
Knows ley MB
Halewood CP
Halewood South Ward
-

TO:

Cheshi re County
Halton Borough
Non parished area
Ditton Ward
Oakfield ED

Merseyside County
Knowsl ey MB

Cheshi re County

Halewood CP

Non parished area

Halewood East Ward
—
Merseyside County

Oakfield ED

Knows ley MB
Halewood CP

Halewood South Ward
—
Liverpool City
Non parished area
Speke Ward

Halton Borough
Ditton Ward

Cheshire County
Halton Borough
Non parished area
Ditton Ward
Oakfield ED

Knows ley MB
Halewood CP
Halewood South Ward

Liverpool City
Non parished area
St Mary's Ward

Knows ley MB
Halewood CP

Knows ley MB

Halewood South Ward

A

Halewood CP
Halewood East Ward

Liverpool City
Non parished area
Netherley Ward

B

Liverpool City
Non parished area
Netherley Ward

Halewood CP
Halewood East Ward

C

Liverpool City
Non parished area
Woolton Ward

Knows ley MB
Halewood CP
Halewood East Ward

Knows ley MB
Halewood East Ward

Liverpool City
Non parished area
Woolton Ward

Knows ley MB
Halewood CP
Halewood West Ward

Liverpool City
Non parished area
Woolton Ward

D

E

Halewood CP

Knows ley MB

CONSEQUENTIAL CHANGES
MAP AREA
NUMBER REF.

TO:

FROM:

1

Non parished area
Woo It on Ward

Knows ley MB
Halewood CP
Halewood West Ward

Liverpool City
Non parished area

Allerton Ward

Knows ley MB
Halewood CP
Halewood West Ward

Knows ley MB
Halewood CP

Liverpool City
Non parished area

L

Halewood West Ward

Allerton Ward

A

Knows ley MB
Halewood CP
Halewood East Ward

Liverpool City
Non parished area
Netherley Ward

Knows ley MB
A

Halewood CP

Liverpool City
Non parished area

Halewood East Ward

Netherley Ward

Liverpool City

Knowsley MB

Non parished area

Halewood CP
Halewood East Ward

Liverpool City

F

10

G I

K
H J

1

11

B
i

Netherley Ward
19

C E

Liverpool City

Non parished area
I K Netherley Ward
G

'

D F
H J
L M
A C
D F
I K

Knows ley MB
Tarbock CP

Knowsley MB

Tarbock CP
Halewood East Ward
Liverpool City

Halewood East Ward

Non parished area
Netherley Ward

Knows ley MB

Liverpool City

Tarbock CP
Halewood East Ward

Non parished area
Netherley Ward

Liverpool City
Non parished area
Netherley Ward

Knowsley MB
Tarbock CP
Halewood East Ward

13
B E

G
H J

CONSEQUENTIAL CHANGES
MAP AREA
NUMBER REF.

FROM:

TO:

A B
C

Tarbock CP
Halewood East Ward

Liverpool City
Non parished area
Netherley Ward

D

Liverpool City
Non parished area
Netherley Ward

Knowsley MB
Tarbock CP
Halewood East Ward

A

Knows ley MB
Roby Ward

Liverpool City
Netherley Ward

Knows ley MB
1A

15

Liverpool City

Knowsley MB

Valley Ward

Roby Ward

B

Knows ley MB
Roby Ward

Liverpool City
Valley Ward

A C

Knowsley MB
Roby Ward

Liverpool City
Valley Ward

A
1 fi

17

B D
A C
B
0
E

Liverpool City

Knowsley MB

Valley Ward

Roby Ward

Knowsley MB

Roby Ward

Liverpool City
Valley Ward

Liverpool City

Knowsley MB

Valley Ward

Roby Ward

Knowsley MB

Liverpool City

Swanside Ward

Childwall Ward

Liverpool City
Childwall Ward

Knowsley MB
Swanside Ward

CONSEQUENTIAL CHANGES
MAP AREA
NUMBER REF.

F H

J

TO:

FROM:

Liverpool City
Broadgreen Ward

Swanside Ward

Knowsley MB

Liverpool City
Broadgreen Ward

Knowsley MB

1A

G I

Swanside Ward
A
B

Knowsley MB

Liverpool City

Princess Ward

Dovecot Ward

Liverpool City
Dovecot Ward

Princess Ward

Liverpool City

Dovecot Ward

Knowsley MB
Page Moss Ward

Knowsley MB
Page Moss Ward

Dovecot Ward

Knowsley MB
Princess Ward

Dovecot Ward

Knowsley MB

1Q

C

D
I

A C

B
20

Liverpool City
Dovecot Ward
Liverpool City

D

Non parished area
Dovecot Ward

Liverpool City
Liverpool City
Knowsley MB
Princess Ward

Knowsley MB
Knowsley CP

Knowsley Park Ward [detached]

Knowsley MB

Liverpool City
Non parished area
Knowsley Park Ward [detached] Dovecot Ward

A

Knowsley CP

B

Non parished area

Knowsley CP

Dovecot Ward

Knowsley Park Ward [detached]

Liverpool City

Knowsley MB

Non parished area
Dovecot Ward

Knowsley Park Ward [detached]

Liverpool City

A

22

Knowsley MB

Knowsley CP

B

Liverpool City
Knowsley MB
Knowsley CP
Non parished area
Knowsley Park Ward [detached] Dovecot Ward

C

Liverpool City
Non parished area
Gil Imoss Ward

Knowsley MB
Knowsley CP
Knowsley Park Ward [detached]

CONSEQUENTIAL CHANGES
MAP AREA
NUMBER REF.

TO:

FROM:

Liverpool City
D F Non parished area

Gi 1 Imoss Ward

Knows ley MB
Knows ley CP
Cantril Farm Ward

22
Knows ley MB
E G Knows ley CP

23

Liverpool City

Non parished area

Cant ri 1 Farm Ward

Gi 1 Imoss Ward

Liverpool City
Fazakerley Ward

Whitefield Ward

A C

Liverpool City
Fazakerley Ward

Knows ley MB
Whitefield Ward

B D
E

Knows ley MB
Whitefield Ward

Liverpool City
Fazakerley Ward

A B

Knows ley MB

ANNEX C
SUMMARY OF PROPOSED CHANGES BETWEEN THE METROPOLITAN BOROUGH OF
KNOWSLEY AND WEST LANCASHIRE IN LANCASHIRE, ST HELENS, HALTON IN
CHESHIRE, LIVERPOOL AND SEFTON
Parish of Simonswood

Transfer of Parish
to West Lancashire

Map 1

Simonswood Brook

Minor realignment of
boundary to Bank
Brook and Simonswood
Brook

Map 1 insets 1 and 2

Simonswood

Minor realignment of
boundary to rectify
anomalies in
Simonswood's
southern boundary;
realignment of
eastern boundary to
run southwards along
the western side of
Coach Road until it
meets East
Lancashire Road

Map 2

Knowsley Safari Park

Realignment of
boundary to unite in
Knowsley; Prescot
Bypass; Knowsley
Safari Park
including Yates
Plantation and the
Knoll; unite
reservoirs in St
Helens; minor
boundary changes at
St Helens Road and
further south

Map 3

Eccleston Park

Realignment of
boundary to unite in
St Helens,
properties in St
James Road and Old
Lane; rectify
boundary anomalies
near Portico Lodge

Map 4

Whiston/Rainhill

Realignment of
boundary to transfer
properties in
Burton, Lindrick and
Ryder Closes to St
Helens and to
rectify other
anomalies

Map 5

Stoney Lane to the
M62

Realignment of
boundary west along
the railway line,
south along Cumber
Lane and Foxes Bank
Lane to the M62,
then east along the
southern side of the
M62

Map 5

M62 Junction 7/
Norland's Lane

Realignment of the
boundary to south
side of M62; to the
east side of A569 at
Junction 7 and then
down to the east
side of Norland's
Lane to the current
Halton/St Helens
boundary: then to
run south crossing
the road in the
vicinity of
Norland's House;
then aligned to
physical features

Map 6

Tarbock

Realignment of the
boundary to transfer
Beaufort Close to
Halton, Cheshire

Map 7

1

Halewood

Realignment of
boundary to run
south of railway
line; then south of
A562 to meet the
A561; continuing
along southern side
of A561 until it
meets current
boundary at Mill
Wood

Map 8

Speke/Hunts Cross

Realignment of
boundary to unite
the Ford Works in
Knowsley

Map 9

Hunts Cross: Railway
Line to Grove Farm

Realignment of
boundary to centre
of Macket's Lane and
Halewood Road

Map 10

Belle Vale/Netherley

Rectification of
boundary anomalies
in the vicinity of:
(1 ) Sewage Works
(near (Lee Park Golf
Course)

Map 11

(2) Minster Drive
to Naylors Field
Drive

Maps 12-16

(3) Naylors Field
Drive to Edenhurst
Avenue Sports Ground

Maps 16-17

(4)

Map 18

Court Hey

Thingwall Avenue/
Thingwall Hall
Drive/St Mary's
School (Pilch Lane)/
Dinas Lane

Realignment of
boundary to
Thingwall Hall
Drive; east side of
Thomas Lane as far as
Thingwall Avenue.
Boundary to continue
north east along
curtilages of
properties in Gordon
Drive? then south
east along Pilch Lane
to meet the existing
boundary at
swanside; then to
follow Page Moss Lane
as far as Dinas Lane;
then up the centre of
Dinas Lane until
it meets the
existing boundary at
East Prescot Road.

Maps 18-19

Dovecot/Cantri1
Farm/ Stockbridge
village

Realignment of the
boundary in the
in the vicinity of
Bowring Park Road,
Page Moss Lane,
Saxby Road,
Altfinch Close,
Marled Hey and
Round Hey

Maps 20-22

Fazakerley

Realignment of the
boundary along rear
curtilages of the
properties on the
western side of
Copple Mouse Lane

Maps 23-24

